
The Birth Plan 

Foundations for sharing your signature soul offering
& Path To Purchase Timeline

You are here to map out the path of your Signature Soul Offering and
create the income and impact you desire through being of service.
This workbook is to bring into form and implement all the points of
the Monetizing Star to create your Birth Plan. Ensure that the
structures are in place to support the implementation of your
offering with ease and grace.



Foundations for your birth plan 

What is your Sacred Why?
 (for the delivery of this program and serving your divine clients)

Sacred Why:

In order to birth your offering into the world, it is
essential to have these foundations in place.

What are your unique gifts and experience holding space for others?

Unique Gifts:
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Divine Clients (Niche):
Who are your divine clients? Be specific and include what you have 
learned from your divine client interviews. 

What are they seeking?

What are their struggles or challenges?
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What's Your Sweet Spot?

Describe your sweet spot (the meeting point of your unique gifts and 
what your divine clients are willing to invest in now).

Sweet 
Spot

Unique Gifts Niche Needs
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A statement of what I do and who I serve. 

How would you describe your signature soul essence?

Signature Soul Essence:

My "What I Do" Statement:

I work with/teach/train/mentor/empower............................................... (insert niche here)

To.......................................................  (insert result here)

So they can........................................  (insert benefit they receive or problmes you solve)

How do you embody what you stand for?
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What is your Sacred Number? Find the number that bridges where you are now and where
you’d like to be in the next 3-6 months.

Wealth Frequency:

What Medicine Pillar(s) & Theme(s) will you share in your Signature Soul Offering?
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Medicine Pillars:



What is your magnetic message and invitation for your Signature Soul Offering?

Connect to your brand and use your keywords.

Title of your Signature Soul Offering:

Sharing your Signature Soul Offering
with the world
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Magnetic message:

A 1-2 sentence description that promotes your offering.

Short Magnetic Description of your Offering:



What are the key benefits/results/transformation that you will provide?

Your Signature Soul Story:
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Benefits:

What is your Signature Story specific to this program and your niche?



What is the transformation you provide to your divine clients?

What is your Signature Story that speaks to the transformation you provide to your niche?

What’s included in your Signature Soul Offering? What are the details and ways of
connecting with your clients? I.e.  FB Group, 3 calls a month, 1:1 sessions, 1 live retreat etc.

Features:
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Outline of your offering :
If you're planning to offer a more in-depth Transformational Program, list the steps or 
modules you will guide your divine clients through to help them get to their desired 
outcome. For each step or module, include one specific, tangible result or outcome your 
client will receive. Your numbers of steps will vary depending on the length of your program 
and the transformation you provide.

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.
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Start where you are. Recommendation of 3+ months of ongoing group and 1:1 work to
create sustainable income.

What is the Length, Dates & Times of your Offering:

Per month:

How many months:

Down Payment:

Pay in full:

Bonuses (Values Add, Early Bird etc.):

Length:

Dates & Times:

Investment:
What is the value of the transformation you provide through your offering?
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Sacred Technology & Path to Purchase

Once you have the details of your offering solidified, you will need to put together a marketing plan. By basing
your marketing plan on the Path to Purchase Funnel we've reviewed earlier in the course, you can put together
a clear and simple list of the tasks you should do to promote your offering using Sacred Technology. You should
thoughtfully construct a new Funnel for every offering you promote! Let yourself be inspired by your own
purchase journey with a similar offering, and always build on what you have learned from your own past
experience. 

Below are some examples of what you can set up at each level of the Funnel to successfully move clients to
purchase! When you build a Funnel for a specific offering, the goals at each level become very specific; your
clients cannot normally move on to the next step until the goal is achieved! The "Steps" and "Goals" do not
change. What is inside the Funnel will change for you depending on what type of sacred technology you use.

Each step of the funnel lists out a few items that explain a potential "path to purchase" a client can
take. For example, from the examples listed above, your Path to Purchase could look like this for potential
client "Sally":

Sally sees your post on FB about the program > Sally watches a live in your FB group > Sally signs up for a
connection call > Sally has a successful GROW conversation with a TBA team member > Sally decides to join the
program, puts down a deposit, and gets on a payment plan. 

Setting up a clear path for a client to follow is extremely important. Use the ideas above for inspiration,
and create your own Funnel on the template below for your next offering!

by Csia Ra
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